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01. Introduction

For professional drivers, fueling is part
of the job – a routine and repetitive, yet
necessary part of the job.

140
million
miles

Truckers haul 71% of America‘s freight

and buy nearly 13% of all fuel purchased
in the U.S.

However, many drivers view it more as a
necessary evil.
On the retail side, forecourts, and
backcourts are designed for the
maximum customer experience. For the
drivers using commercial fleet fueling
sites, the process is not so quick and
easy. Fleet drivers crave a simplified
fueling experience, similar to their
everyday gas station – pay, fill-up, get
back on the road.
Commercial trucks move 71% of all
freight in America. Commercial drivers

buy nearly 13% all fuel purchased in the
U.S. and log nearly 140 billion miles a
year. Each one of those miles is tightly
budgeted, fueled by economic demand
and throttled by safety regulations.
When every minute counts, drivers can’t
afford to spend time walking around
a fuel site when technology could put
them back on the road faster.
The trend toward dispensers with
integrated fuel controls seeks to
alleviate the toughest pain points for
drivers while remaining efficient and
reliable for site operators. This article
will show why pedestal-free commercial
fueling streamlines the jobs of drivers,
operators, and the crews who install and
maintain them.
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02. Problem on a Pedestal

10.8

billion
tons of freight were moved by U.S. trucks
in 2017, equating to about 30 lbs. worth

of goods for every adult and child in the
country.
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Pay-at-the-pump isn’t an option
for most fleet drivers. Instead, they
walk from their vehicle to a control
pedestal and input their information
to authorize fueling. In retail fueling
terms, it’s the equivalent of forcing
the customer to walk inside to pay
for gas when outdoor payment is
readily available. Not only is that
walk inconvenient, it often forces
the driver to walk across busy
forecourts, unnecessarily increasing
certain safety risks.
Driver safety is always a priority
for commercial drivers and fleet
managers. At busy fueling locations,
it’s not ideal for drivers to walk
around a forecourt to access a fuel
pedestal. Dispensers with integrated
fuel controls allow drivers to stay
with their vehicles. Each fueling
position on a pedestal-free forecourt
has its own integrated user interface
for authorizing transactions and
collecting driver and vehicle
information.

Fleet managers struggle with
training new drivers, often at remote
locations. Since most people are
already familiar with retail fueling
dispensers, integrated fuel controls
allow faster training and a better
onboarding experience for new
drivers.
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Clearing up forecourt confusion:
New drivers could find this fuel site layout confusing. Drivers at the near island may not know to look for fuel control
pedestal on the opposing island. Drivers also need to be careful moving back and forth from one island to the next.

Bridging the gap:
This image demonstrates the required and wasteful driver motion from the dispenser to the pedestal and back to the
dispenser again.
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03. Pedestals Stall Installs
Besides the driver experience, pedestal-controlled
forecourts can produce challenges with installation.
Laying cable/wire to connect dispensers with pedestals
are costly and time consuming.
A typical pedestal controller will take 16 to 24 manhours to install. This involves running conduit, pulling
wire, mounting the pedestal, etc. Installation materials
include conduit, wiring, explosion proof electrical
fittings and connectors and can cost up to $500 per
pedestal. At installations with integrated fuel controls
and dispensers, installers avoid $1,500 to $3,000 on
average per pedestal.
Ensuring communication between dispensers and fuel
controllers can be challenging. Commercial dispensers
have several different means of communication including
RS485, pulse output and current loop. Fuel controllers
have mechanical and electrical pump interfaces.

Understanding what dispenser communication goes
with what pump interface on the fuel controller is not
always apparent. A common mistake among installers
is to connect the wrong dispenser to the fuel controller
which can result in extra site trips, extended installation
time, and additional equipment cost. In contrast, the
dispensers with integrated fuel controls are much easier
to quote, order, and install because the fuel controller is
built into the dispenser.
Dispensers with integrated fuel controls are usually
easier to troubleshoot. At sites with separate dispensers
and fuel controllers, technicians sometimes are not able
to determine if problems are with the dispenser or the
fuel controller or both. In many instances, technicians
find themselves contacting multiple support centers to
solve problems. With Atlas PRIME, Gasboy Technical
Support can troubleshoot the dispenser, fuel controls
and fuel management holistically.

Installation Cost Comparison
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04. Commercial Cloud Connectivity
The Atlas PRIME can be wired with CAT
5 cable from the customer network to
each dispenser. However, installation
can be more cost effective with wireless
technology. These dispensers support
point-to-point wireless devices that link
the dispensers to the customer network,
eliminating the needs to dig up the
forecourt to lay cable.
The Atlas PRIME’s web-based interface
allows seamless integrations with
EKOS enterprise software. Two-stage
authorization options allow validation
of drivers and vehicles with any
combination methods including: RFID
tag, HID tag, card reader, FuelPoint, and
keypad.

Validation Methods:
•
•
•
•
•

RFID tag
HID tag
Card Reader
FuelPoint
Keypad
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05. Elevate the Experience
From installation, to user experience, to maintenance – merging fuel controllers with dispensers offers benefits for every part of the
commercial fuel operation.

Providing fleet drivers with a better user experience makes their jobs more efficient, allowing them to log more miles, deliver more
freight, and meet more demand. Pedestal-free forecourts and wireless technology make technicians’ lives easier.

Fuel dispensers with integrated fuel control capabilities like the Atlas PRIME turn fleet fueling from a necessary evil to just another part
of a vitally important job.
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